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Within the past six years there has been an increasing interest 
on the part of business and ~ndustrial organizations relative to the 
utilization of computers. This inter~st in computers has spread 
throughout our educational system with many pigh schools introducing 
computers to their students by educational materials or actual computer 
operations. This develop~ent at the high school teve! is demonstrated 
by a report of the High School Advisory ~oard of the School M~thematics 
Study Group which recently ~ecommended (1): 
The numper of individuals who will wor~ or be directly 
affected by digital computers in the next decades will be 
so great that the entire high school popul~tion needs to 
learn sometping about computers. 
This type of activity at the high school level and the increasing 
demands, of business and industry will h~ve a very marked effect on the 
area school and junior college curricula. With the current emphasis 
upon obtaining a college education, enrollment has increased greatly 
during recent years; and even greater growtq is anticipated in the 
future. This situation has enabled the junior college and area schools 
to be of value as a means of providing formal education beyond the 
twelfth grade. 
The future will ~e even more demanding as advances in cybernation 
continue at a rapid pace and the number of co~puters in operation con-
tinqes to increase. This increase i~ remarkable wh~n it is con$idered 
l 
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that in 1945 a successful ~lectronic digital computer did not exist, 
and in 1951 there were fewer than one hundred ~omputers in operation in 
the United States. Tpday, a recent study by Bpoz, All.en, and Hamilton, 
Inc., indicates there are 35,000 computers valued at 10 billion dollars 
in bu~iness and industrial applications, and it is esti~ated in the 
1970~s this will grow to 50,000 computers valued at iQ,billion 
dollars (2). 
The Problem 
The task of training personnel to work with ?nd in comput;er and 
data processing systems is being faced today by many smaller.colleges 
and.area schools. The demand for persop.nel by business, .government, 
and industry cannot be met by the graduates of a few institutions. The 
problem.is: How well are the business data processing:programs in 
Oklaho1t1a post-high school institutions fulfilling the knowledge area 
requi1::ements of Oklahoma business and inpustry? This i;t;udy is con-
cerned with the instructional curricula of data proc~ssing compared 
with the needs of business. 
Need for the Study 
Vincent S. Darnowski (8) reported th~ following facts ~none of 
his recent articles. The need for trained data processing personnel, 
particularly for business use, is expected to rise sharply during the 
next few years. Prpgrammers, ~specially, wi+l be in demand. The 
computer or electroni~ dcita processi.ng indu~try has grown from an 
infant employing a relative handful of people to a giant needi~g the 
services of one and one-half milliQn peopl~ in less than two decadeso 
Darnowski further stated that the United States Department of Labor 
estimates a growth to eight million employees in the 1970's. 
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The State of Oklahoma in 1966, through the efforts of the State 
Department of Vocational Education, established a program of instruc-
tion to train progr~ers, systems an~lysts, ~n~ other data processing 
related personnel (25). This edu~ational endeavor which was planned 
to meet the growing demands in electronic data processing of Oklahoma 
business and i~dustry ha~ been in existence for only a few years. The 
educational facilities are ~ow present in Oklahoma, but should be 
under review, since it is a new curriculum area. Educators should not 
doubt the curricultlJll. which they teach. 
Resear~h Questions 
Th~ following questions have been establish~d for this study: 
1. Do the post-high school business data processing programs 
in Oklahoma include knowledge areas deemed appropriate by the 
Oklahoma Qusiness and industrial concerns? 
2. Are post-high school business data prQcessing programs 
in Oklahoma designed in accorch\nce with the curriculum 
suggested by the State Department of Vocational and Technical 
Education? 
Procedures 
Nam~s and addresses of one hundred fifty business and industrial 
data processing installations in the $tate of Oklahoma that employ 
programmers and systems analysts were obtained from the o~iahoma State 
Department of Vocatioµal Education (See Appendix A). A surv~y instru-
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ment in the form of a questionnaire was d~signed to be useq in this 
study. The questionnaire was used to obtain answers tq questions con-
cerning the requirements of busine$s and industry for trained 
programmers and systems analysts. 
The questionnaire, along with a transmittal letter stating the 
purposes of the study, wa~ mailed to the data processing installatiqns 
(See Appendix B). A self-address~d, stamped envelope was included with 
the material sent in order to assist the installations in returning the 
questionnaire. 
After a period of four weeks, a follow-up letter was sent to 
those installations not responding in order to obtain a substan~ial 
return. Responses tq the items in the questionnaire were tabulated to 
be compared with existing programs in the po~t-high school institutionso 
In order to survey the offerings of the programs in selected 
Oklahoma post-high school institutions in electronic business data 
processing, postcards were mailed to the registrars of five junior 
colleges, two technical insti~utions, and four area vocational-
technical centers, ~equest~ng a catalogue for use'in analyzing the data 
processing ~urriculumo 
Limitations 
In making this study~ several problems seemed apparent. These 
limiting factors are~ 
1. The names and addresses of the industrial groµps, business 
organizations, or other agencies u~ing data processing systems 
were obtained from the State ~epartment of Vocational Education. 
2. T,he business organization's experience in years of service 
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may affect the interpretation of the questionnaire. 
3. The catalogue offerings may not pro¥ide a realistic picture 
of the courses taught or if the objectives were being met. 
4. The instructor experience of the author influenced the 
selection qf the knowledge areas used in the ijurvey questionnaire. 
Definition of Terms 
Data processing occµpational titles will pe used throughout this 
study. To avoid confusion a listing of these titles and their 
definitions, which are cµrrently accepte~, is included far the reader'~ 
benefit (13). 
Operator implies the person who ~anipulates the computer controls, 
places information media into the input devices, removes the 
output and performs other related functions. 
Progr~mmer is a person who prepares problem solving procedures 
and flow ~harts ~nd who may also write and debug routines. 
Systems Analyst.is a person skilled in the definition of and 
the development qf techniques for the solving of a problem 
by a computer. 
CHAP'XER Il 
REVIEW OF LI'XERATURE 
Computers have been called "~lectronic brains", but a computer 
cannot think. A human operator must put data, facts, and figures into 
a computer. Then he must t;:ell the computer what to do with the infor-
mation. The computer then performs a series of operations with the 
data, according to the in~tructions of the stored progra.mo This stored 
program of iµstructions wtiiJ written by a human prograilllller following a 
flow chart. 
Early History of Equipment 
The electronic data processing equipll,lent is a product of our age. 
This equipment represents the tools developed tq help man calculate, 
standardize, and understand the events that occur in th~ world around 
him. Thus the early history of computers and unit rec9rd equipment 
is in part the history of man's progress in understanding his environ-
ment. rn this sense the early history of this equipment can be 
traced back to those devices and principles that were developed before 
the introduction of electronics in the 1930'ij. 
Modern data processing equipment and its predecessors can be 
classified by certain c4aracteristics. In general we can consider two 
classes of computers, the analog and the digitale These two class~~ 




their present electronic stage of sophisticat:fa;,n. 
Analog Comp~ The analog computer is considered to be a 
continuous function computer and is probably the very earliest form of 
counting or numerical manipulation. It sets up a direct relationship 
between a variable in a problem and a physical quantity in the compu-
tation deviceo Numbers are represented by lengths 1 such as on a slide 
rule, or the electrical current in a conductor. The analog computers:~ 
in general, are limited in their accuraay by the precision in which 
measurements of length, volume, or o~her physical quantities can be 
mad~. 
An analog computer more than 2000 years old was discovered by 
divers near the Isle of Antikythera, off the c.oast of Greece, around 
the turn of the twentieth century. This computer was rebuilt and 
determined to be an analog computer of the solar system built by the 
Greeks, around the year 100 B.C. (3). 
The development of the analog computer continued from this early 
beginning, to the present, by tqe efforts of several prominent meno 
These individuals are listed with their imre11tions in Table L 
This class of computer is used to great advantage in solving 
engineering problems where many differential equations are involvedo 
It is not a gc~neral multi-purpose computer which can be used to 
advantage in the business world as well as the scientific a-x~eao It is 
normally found in the engineering schools of hi.ghe:r edm:at:i.on and in 
research centers. 
Digital Computer: The digital comput~r is considered a discrete 
cpmputer since it does its calculations by inanipulating digiti:i;. The 
distinqui.shing feature of the digital computer is the capacity 11,:.o $\t:{H'.'Ei 
TABLE I 
THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF EiECTRONIC 
DATA PROCESSING EQUIP~NT 
Analog Computers: 
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1. Surveying and map making in Babylonia. • 3800 B.C. 
2. Greek Compqters. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '100 B. C. 
3. Slide Rule by William Oughtred. • • • • 1621 
4. Flyball Governor by James Walt. • • • • • 1788 
5. Planimeter by J. H. Hermann •••••••••••••• ~ 1814 
6. Harmonic Analyzers & Synthesizers by Lord Kelvin •• 1892 
7. Mechanical Differential Analyzer by Vannevar Bush. • 1931 
8. Electronic Differential Ana~yzers (BOEING by Boeing 
Airplane Company; EASE by Berkeley Scientific 
Compaµy; GEDA by Goodyear Aircr~ft Company, etc.) .1945-Dat~ 
* * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Digital Computers: 
1. Abacus • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • 3000 B. C .. 
2. Napiers' Bones by John Napier. • • • 1617 
3. Adding Machine QY Blaise Pascal ••••••••••••• 1642 
4. Difference and Analytic Engines by Cµarles Babbage • 1812 
5. Punched-card Machines by Herman Hollerith • 1890 
6. Mark I by Howard H. Aiken • • • • • • • • • •• 1944 
7. Electronic Delay Stora~e Automatic Calculator 
by M. V. Willkes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1949 
8. Whirlwind I by M.I.T. • • • • • • 1953 
9. Second Generation Computers (tran~istors replaced 
vacuum tubes) • • ••••••• '· • • • • • • • Late 1950 1 s 
10. Third Generat:i,.on Computers (miniaturized solid 
state components) • • • • • • • • • • Early 1960 1 s 
11. Future Generation Computers (include the use of 
microwaves, lasers, and the study of cryogenics). Late 19~Q's 
a chain of instructions, called a stored program, and manipulate data 
electronically by using these instructions. "To put it briefly~ an 
analog computer m~asures, while a digital computer counts11 (6). This 
comparison will give some idea of the difference between the two 
classes of compute~s and also some insight as to why the digital com-
puter is considered a multi-purpose machine. The inner manipulations 
pf the di~ital machine correspond to the everyday manipulations in 
business. 
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The historical development of the digital computer has been 
traced back to the "Abacus". This tool is still used in Japan where it 
is called a Saroben. In fact a unique contest was held in Japaq in 
November, 1946: "Kiyoshi Mastuzaki, a clerk in a Japanese communi-
cations department, using the Abacus, challenged Private Thomas Wood 
of the U. S. Army, using a desk calculating machine, and defeated him 
in a speed contest involving additions, subtractions, multiplicationsi 
and divisions" (5). 
The digital computer has developed, frolJl its interesting his-
torical beginni~g. into a highly soph~sticated piece of equipmento 
Various forms and sizes of the digital computer can be found throughout 
our business and educational inst:itutions. A brief outline of the 
digital computer development was presented in Table I. 
Development in Higher Education 
The historical ~evelppment of computers in higher education 
started with the introduction of data processing system~ which did not 
contain computers. The first systems inclt.Jded punch card equipment, 
such as sorters, key-punchE1s, reproducers, and accounting machines" 
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These systems were instalJ.ed in statistical dellartments of some of the 
larger universities and colleges for the processing of statistical data, 
and in registrar and business offices to handle the volumes of records 
common to that type of work. Some of the first schopla in the United 
States to have this equipment were the P~iversity of Iowa in 1925; 
Texas A & M University in 1927; Virginia Polytechnic Institute in 1934; 
and the State College of Iowa in 1938 (14). 
The introduction of punched card equipment in colleges and 
business was not very surprising after Dr. Herman Hollerith had demon-· 
strated the practical use of su~h machines in the 1890 United States 
Census. He was working with the monul[lental task of the census in 1887~ 
when he invented a ma.chine designed to 1:ecord 9 compile and tabulate 
census data by the use of a punched paper tape (26)o The machines 
improved the process to the point that the 1890 census was completed 
in one-fourth the time it took to finish the 1880 census. This was a 
great step forward for anyone working witti, la+ge volumes of statis-
tical data. 
Thi$ establishment of computers on college and tm.iveJEsity c£ilmpuses 
did not follow data processing until the introduction of electrcmics 
in the 1940 1 so The first computer was built in 1944, on the Harvard 
College campus by Howard H. Aiken with the support of the International 
Business Machines Corporation (3). This machine was an Automatic 
Sequence Controlled Calculator called Mark I. This computer was soon 
followed by the hundreds of makes and models we know today. At the 
present time, electronic data processiµg in institutions is developing 
very rapidly with many schools introducing comp4ter science courses to 
help train their studeµts in this technical area. 
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Related Research 
The development of an educational pro~ram in small colleses and 
area vocational-technical centers which will help provide students with 
the required background for the data processing industry was a diffi= 
cult project. The shortage of qualified teaching personnel was a 
major problem which schools had to con.t.end with, as well as the rising 
salaries resulting from this shortage. 
Thomas Keenan (16) teported iµ a recent article: 
We must anticipate the day when an introductory com-
puter science course w-ill be as natural in science'education 
as is a basic course in calculus or a foreign language, and 
as· many as 100,000 college students will be annually, · 
enrolled in computer science courses. 
Commissioner for Research, Dro R. Louis Bright 
(22), 9f,the United States rlepartment of Health, Education;anddvelfare 
in COIIllllertts before a meetirtg of the Association for Educat~ona.1 Data 
Systems stk.ted, 11 the impact of the compµter on the American Society 
has been vastly underrated". He urged that all high school ~nd college 
i 
students be given a cours~ i~ the social implications ef computers and 
i.ihat they can and can not doo Dr. Bright further stated~ nany person 
who graduates today from a four year liberal arts collegewHhout being 
irtstructed in the use of computers has been severely che~ted11 ~ 
The two referencei\> merttioned above inqicate there w-ill be a con-
tinuing shortage ot qualified personnel until higher education is able 
j; 
to educate enough instructors to t~ach the required coufses. Due to 
this shortage, Dr. francis Tuttle (25), State Coorqin~tor of Area 
Voc~tional-Technical Education in Oklahoma, accepted the ?Osition of 
Project Director for "Su1JU!1e+ Institute t!> Train Data Processing 
Teachers for the new Okl;'ll1olT1a State-Wide Compute,; Science System". 
The basic purpose of the institute was to develop t~chnically qualified 
teachers for data processing technology programs for both in-state and 
out of state. Oklahom~ had established a state-wide data··communica-
tions computer processing technical program. There was an extreme need 
for qualified teach~rs. 
The research project in~luded a rese~rch study report by Arthur 
Lee Hardwick (25), "To Determine the Fe~sibility of Establishing a 
Program to Train Computer Programmers ~tilizing a Time-sharing System 
and Remote Dc1,ta-.Communications Tri:lnsmission Term:l.nal". His report was 
concerned with the problem of adequate preparation of data processing 
programmers ~nd systems analysts at the most reasonable cost to the 
local school. He found that the system should include: 
1. A limited configqration of unit record equipment to teach 
the basic concepts of the equipment. 
2. Assembler language prograllll'Q.ing for third generation hardware 
is a necessity and if second generation hardware is still in use, 
its asse~bler language should be considered. 
3. Compiler language programming consis~ing of ;he two basic 
langu13cges of COBOL and FORTRAN. These two languages must be 
taught if the student is to be employed by the majority of 
organizations requiring computer per$onnel. 
4. Advanced compiler language programming should be integrated 
into the instructional program. 
5. Machine language programming for the type of system u~ed 
should be utilized in the instructional program~ 
6. Second generation equipment should not be considered when 
it is to be the complete (stand~alone) system for a program. 
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7. Third generation hardware is a. necessity in the instructional 
program to adequately instruct data processing personnelo 
8. The concepts of random access, magnetic: tapes, and monitor 
sys't,ems must be taught. 
9. Data-communications technique should be considered as a 
method to provide more computing power for the programo 
CHAPTER III 
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN SELECTED POST-HIGH 
SCHOOL INSTITUTIONS IN OKLAHOMA 
Technological advancement in recent years is requiring education 
beyond the high school level for most students. The two-year college 
and the area school is an educational resource that in recent years 
has begun to show its potent:i,al. Today these institutions make up a 
strong and important link in the education chain. They are bringing 
educational opportunities within the financial and geographic. reach of 
many. 
The passage of State Questiop 434 in 1966 provided the legal 
basis for Oklahoma school districts to join together in providing area 
schools. It also gave the State Board for Vocational Education auth-
ority to formulate the area vocational~technical school districtso 
Area vocational-technical schools provide more advanced vocational and 
technical education than may be provided by local high schoolso The 
area concept is not limited to the present area vocational-techni.cal 
school districts tn Oklahoma. As defined by the Vocational Education 
Act of 1963, an area progrµm may be (2): 
1. A specialized high school used e~clusively to provide full 
time vocational education in preparation for full time work in 
industry. 
2o A department of a high school used exclusively or princi·:-
pally to provide training, in at least five different 
occupational fields, to students available for full time 
study prior to enterin,g the labor markeit. 
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3. A technical or vocational school providing vocational 
education predominantly tq pe+sons who have completed o:r 
left school and who are able to study on a full time bas:ls 
before going to work. 
4. A department or division of a junior collegej community 
college~ or university providing vocational education in at 
least five different occupational fields, under the super-
vision of the State Board of Vocational Education, and 
leading to immediate employment but not toward a baccu-
laureate degree. 
The Oklahoma state-wide computer science system allows local 
schools to offer a sophisticated program. The system was designed 
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around a data center located at Oklahoma City l.),ti.lizing the RCA Spectra 
70-35E third generation computer tape-disc operating system. Each 
local site has a second generation RCA 301 card--tape system with 
supporting unit record equipment from IBM. The data center will pro-
vi.de programming languages such as Assembly, RPG~ FORTRAN IV~ COBOL, 
and other n~~w third generation pi-og:t&'llmi.ng languages as developed" 
Northern Oklahoma College and the OSU Tech Institute? Oklahoma 
City branch, were not a part Qf the state=wide system. These two 
schools have computer systems from IBM to support th,~ir programs. 
The successful operation of a school depends 1 in large part 9 upon 
the type of students enrolled in the program. The t.echnical school 
must e+ttract students, educate, and place them as technici.an.L, ful-
filling what frildustry demands. This philosophy of student selection 
·was a large problem to the instructors ,and counsel.ling staff. F'r.,r the 
most part, the business data processing technical pr6grams operated on 
the policy of requiring that the student had taken a t:omrse in Algebr:ao 
The student must also be tested by a program test battery such as the 
Amedc.an College Test (AoC.1'.), D:i.fferenti,al Aptitude Test (D.A.'l'o), 
or the IBM Aptitude Test for ProgrGinllller Personnel (AoToP,P.). 
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The Aptitude Test for Programmer Personnel was designed to a:f.d in 
the selection of individuals for training in the programming of IBM 
electronic computers (15). The test was made up of three subtests: a 
letter series test, a figure series test, and an arithmetical reasoning 
test. The~e subtests do not measure all of the abilities required in 
learning programming, but they do provide an efflcient estimate of 
some of the factors necessary for ~uccess. The interpretations of 
these tests revealed a~ individual may have ~uccess, in the field of 
data processing, if he attained a total score of above .36 from a maxi-
mum score of 95. 
Terry P. Spradley (23)i in his study made in 1968~ found that the 
l\me:d.can College Testing Program (A. c. T.) could be justified as p:rce-
dictors of success in a two year post-high technical instituteo 
Minimum A.C.T. scores for success in business data pro-
cessing can be predicted from regression analysis. The 
results of the regression equation analysis indicated that: 
potential stude~ts should have minimum A.C.T. scores of 
English 15~ Mathematics 14, Social Science 16, Natural 
Science 16, Composite 17, and have some mathematics beyond 
Algebra I in order to expect succes$ in business data 
processing as indicated by a 2.0 (C) grade average or 
better. 
Altus Junior College 
Altus .Junior College was ~stablished in 1926 as a coeducational 
college. The c.ollege is under the local control of the Altus Public 
School District. The college offers basic university-parallel ccmrses 
in liberal arts. 
Altus Junior College is fully accredited. It is a member of the 
Oklahoma Association of Junior Colleges~ approved by the Oklahoma 
Regents for Higher Education. Students may transfer cred:i.ts to any 
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senior college. The college is authorized by the Oklahoma Regents for 
Higher Education to offer the fu,l.1 two-year course leading to an 
Associate of Arts Degree (1). 
Technical education in the field of business data processing 
began with the fall term, 1966. The department had two data processing 
instructors and followed a curriculum suggested by the State Board of 
Vocational-Technical Education (See Appendix C). 
Cameron State College 
The State legislature of Oklahoma on May 20, 1908, created six 
district agricultural schools of a secondary grade for instruc:tion in 
agriculture and mechanics. A group of businessmen, working with the 
Chamber of Commerce, purchased 160 acres of land west of Lawtono The 
school was named for EQ D. Cameron who was then State Superintendent of 
Schools (7). 
The school was located temporarily in the basement of a Lawton 
business building. In November, 1909, Cameron opened with a faculty of 
six and a student body of one quµdred and eight students. The inst:i.tu-
tion moved into a three story brick building in March, 191lj on the 
present site of Cameron Collegeo 
Cameron College is accredited by the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools and is a member of the American Associa·~ 
tion of Junior Colleges. It awards th~ Associate in Arts Degree or 
a Certificate of Completio~ (7). 
Technical education in the field of business data processing 
began in September, 1966. The courses offered followed basically the 
sugge~t~d c4rriculum of the Oklahoma State Board for Vocational-· 
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Technical Education (See Appendix C). The technical education depart-
ment began with two instructors. 
Eastern Oklahoma State College 
Eastern Oklahoma State College was established by the State in 
1909 as the Oklahoma School of Mines and Metalurgy» offering degrees 
in engineering. The school was closed du.ring World War I, but in 1920 
it reopened with mining engineering and trade and industrial education 
courses for disabled veterans comprising the curriculumo 
Mining engineering was discontinued in 1924 with the addition to 
the college program of teacher training and extension courses for 
miners. The State Legislature changed the name of the school ~o 
Eastern Oklahoma College in 1927, and gave it authority to provide 
trade and industrial courses on a pre-college level, and to issue 
degrees, diplomas, a~~ certificates (11). 
The Associate Degree is awarded after completion of require--
ments. Eastern is officially accredit~d by the North Central Associa-
tion of Colleges and Seconqary Schools a11d all Oklahoma State Srchool 
Accrediting Agencieso It is a member of the American Association of 
Junior Colleges, Council of North Centr~l Junior Colleges, and the . 
American Council of Education (11). 
The two year technical program i.n data proce~sing began with the 
fall term of 1966 (See Appendix C). The department had one data pro-· 
.tessing instructor and became a part of the business divisiono A one 
y~ar special program in data processing may be pursued in lieu of the 
two year technical program. 
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Northern Oklahoma College 
Ou March 1, 1901, the legislative assembly of Oklahoma Territory 
passed an act appropriating money for the establishment of the 
University P:reparatory School to be located at Tonkawa. The follerwing 
September the doors of the new school opened with two hundred and 
twenty-seven men and women enrolled. 
The College Department was established in 19l0, and the institu-· 
tion became a fully accredited junior college. 'J,'he name was changed to 
Northern Oklahoma Junior College by an act of the state legislature 
in 1941. Further changes were made in 1965 wi.t:h the passage of the 
Higher Education Code by the state legislature. This changed the 
itrntitution' s official name to Northern Oklahoma College, as well as 
expanding its Board of Regents from three to five men 08). 
Northern Oklahoma Coll~ge is a member of the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schoolsr. Counc:il of North Central 
Junior Colleges. It offers the Associate in Arts Degree, the Associate 
in Business Degree, the: Associate in Sci.ence Degre:e ~ or the JunitvJC' 
College Certificate (18). 
The school offers technical, business, and vocational programs. 
The data processing curriculum has been taught for several years (See 
Appendix C)o It is staffed by one data processing instructor and 
relies upon him for total education. At the present time the depart-
ment is upgrading equipment and the curriculum. 
Northeastern Oklahoma Agricultural 
and Mechanical College 
Northeastern Oklahoma A & M College had its beginning in 1919 
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when the gover\10r signed a bi.11 creating the Miami School of Mim:;s o A 
special Board of Regents, authorized under House Bill 552, at mwe 
organized the school so that it offered only college work, largely of 
a scientific nature (17). 
Classes were held in the Mining and Exchange Building in Miami 
for one year. In 1920 the institution moved into a new building 
located on forty acres of land donated by the citizens of Miamio Here 
it operated as a school of mines until 1925, at which time the legi.s-· 
lature changed the name of the school to Northeastern Oklahoma Junior 
College, and general collegiate courses were added to the curriculum. 
Control of the college remained in the hands of the special Board of 
Regents until 1939 when the school and the six teachers colleges were 
pl.aced under the supervision of the Board of Regents of the State 
Colleges (17). By an act of the st.ate legislature in Apri.l, 194:3~ the 
name of the colleg~ was changed to Northeastern Oklahoma Agr:kultural 
and Mechanical College. 
Northeastern Oklahoma A & M College is fully accredited by our 
state im,titut:ions and by the North Central Association of Colleges and 
Secondall'.'y Schools. It offers the Associate in Arts Degree for gradua .. -
tion when students complete requirements (17). 
A data processing curriculum is offered in the Busdness Education 
Division (See Appendix C). This curriculum i.s staffed by four data 
processing instructors to prepare the graduate for employment in a 
variety of positions in the field of business data processing. 
OSU Technical Institute 
Oklahoma City Branch 
The Oklahoma City Technical Institute was established in 1961. 
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The institute is a cooperative project among Oklahoma State University, 
the Oklahoma City Public Schools, the State B.oard of Vocational 
Education, Oklahoma City University, and leaders in local busi.:ness and 
indust!'y. The institute is also a division of the OSU College of 
Engineering. It offers seven two year college programs. GraduaiJ;:es of 
these progra:m.s are awarded an Associate Degree in Technology (20). 
A computer programming technology curriculum is offered to h€)lp 
meet the demands of business, industry 1 and science (See Appendix C). 
This curriculum produces technicians who can work side by side with the 
engineer or sd,entist to help analyze the specific problem at hand. 
Oklahoma State Tech, Okmulgee 
The Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma!,) organized 
the Okmulgee Branch on October 1,, 1946. The s~hool serves the ar,eas <D,f 
vocational and technical education. The school has become kno'W,1 as 
Oklahoma State Tech, and is located on the eastern «~dge of Okmulgee. 
The courses at Oklahoma State Tech are approved by the Board of 
Regents fot· the Oklahoma State University and the Agricultural and 
Med1a11ical Colleges, the Oklahoma State Regent;:s for Higher Educat.5.cm 9 
and the Oklahoma State Accrediting Agency. To re:ce:j'..ve a Certificate of 
Accomplishment the student must: complete iill units of i.nstruction (19). 
The data processing curriculum has the objective of training pro-
grammers and systems analysts (See .Appendix C). The four trimest:~1'. 
pt·ogral!l. wi.11 afford the student an opportunity of being able :to meet 
the demands of this electronic era. The program is staffed by four 
data processing instructorso 
Bartlesville Ar~a Vocational-Technical Center 
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The Bartlesville Area School was established in 19680 The. ~,~l:wol 
is a cooperative project among surrounding high schools 1 the State 
Board of Vocational Education, and leaders in local business and 
industry, The school is a composite of berth high school and post-·high 
school technical prpgrama. 
The data processing program at the school is apprmred by the 
Oklahoma State Accrediting Agency, the Oklal;io!fla State Office for 
Vocational Educaticm, and by the Veterans Administration. A Certifi-
cate of Technical Training is awarded for successful completion (4). 
The two year technical program in data processing (See Appendix 
C) began with the fall term of 1968. The department had one data 
processi.ng instructor. A special night course in programming 'was al~o 
offered to up-grade and retrain personnel. 
Duncam Area Vocational-Technical Center 
The Duucan Boa.rd of Education authorized the construction of W?'l•'l 
buildirig;s, on available land near the Duncan High SchooL This action 
established the area school and its docnes opened for the fall term in 
1966. The school includ;ed programs foi' both high school and post-high 
school students. 
The courses at the Duncan Area School are approved l;>y the 
Oklahoma State Accred:i,ting Agency, the Veterans Administration~ and the 
Oklahoma State Office for Vocational Education. To receive a Certi.··· 
ficate of Accomplishment the student must complete-, all units of 
instruction (10). 
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The data processing curriculum (See Appendix C) is offered in the 
technical education department. The program is in conjunction with the 
Oklahoma state-wide computer system. The program is staffed by two 
data processing instructors. 
0. T. Autry Area Vocational-Technical Center 
The Enid Board of Education in cooperation with business and 
industry organized the 0. T. Autry Area Vocational-Technical Center 
which opened for the first time in September, 1967. The school is a 
composite of both high school programs, post-high school tedmi.cal 
programs, and up-grade and retraining programs. The school is located 
on the northwest edge of Enid with all modern facilities and equipment. 
The data processing course at the school is approved by the 
Veterans Administration for all the education.al programs under their 
jurisdiction, the Oklahoma State Accrediting Agency, and the Oklahoma 
State Office for Vocational-Technical Education. A Certificate of 
Technical Training is awarded for successful completion (21). 
A data processing curriculum (See Appendix C) i.s offered in the 
technical education department in conjunction with the Oklahoma state-
wide computer system. This program is staffed by two data processing 
instructors to prepare the graduate for employment of a variety of 
positions in the field of business data processing. 
Tulsa Area Vocational-Technical Center 
The Technical Education Division of the Oklahoma State Board for 
Vocational Education developed a state-wide computer science system. 
The purpose was to train computer programmers and systems analystso 
The Tulsa Public School Board of Education supported this endeavor 
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and as a result the school, located on the south side of Tulsa, was in 
operation for the fall semester of 1966 (24)o 
The course at the school is approved by the Oklahoma State 
Accrediting Agency and the Oklahoma State Office for Vocational-
Technical Education. A Certificate is presented for successful 
completiono 
A data proce~sing curriculum (See Appendix C) is offered in the 
technical education department. The program is staffed by two data 
processing instructors and two identical programs are conducted each 
day. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF CATALOGUE AND 
QUESTIONNAIRE DATA 
An analysis of the course offerings in the catalogues for eaeh 
of five junior colleges, two technical institutions, four area schools~ 
and selected knowledge areas of one hundred nine businesses is given 
in this chapter to reveal the status of computer programming tedmology 
in business data processing. 
Analysis of Catalogue Data 
The departmental titles present an insight into the educational 
programs offered. Table II condenses the titles of the departments. 
Out of the eleven schools in this study, only one has a department 
ti.tle other than "data processing technology". Oklahoma State Tech 
was listed under the bl,tsiness education department. Only four post-
high school institutions had a further breakdown of titles. Three 
schools are included in business division and one in the business 
education dbrision. These four schools are Cameron State College, 
Eastern Oklahoma State College~ Northern Oklahoma College, and North-
eastern Oklahoma A & M College. With all ~chools emphasis was be.ing 
placed upon curriculum areas in the field of data proc:essi:ngi 11 computer 
programming technologyu. 
Data processing instructors are; few in number when c:ompared to 
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TABLE II 
LISTING OF DATA PROCESSING TITLES IN SELECTED INSTITUTIONS 
School Department Division 
Altus Junior College EDP Technology 
Cameron State College EDP Technology Business 
Eastern Oklahoma State College EDP Technology Business 
Northern Oklahoma College EDP Technology Business 
Northeastern Oklahoma A & M College EDP Technology Business Education 
OS-U Tech Institute, Oklahoma City Branch EDP Technology 
Oklahoma State Tech Business Education 
Bartlesville Area Voe-Tee Center EDP Technology 
Duncan Area Voe-Tee Center EDP Technology 
0. T. Autry Area Voe-Tee Center EDP Technology 
Tulsa Area Voe-Tee Center EDP Technology 
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the number of other technical education instructors. As shown in Table 
JII, there are twenty-four data processing .i.twtcuctorG :Ln tll:~ i)0;:.1L··"hir,i, 
:;chool programs :i.n Oklahoma, This taole do1c:s not include tne nersunnel 
at the Oklahoma City Data Center. The data cr:.~nter hau two state 
cnnployed person11.t!l artd three programn1ers and S)rstc~rns ant:1ly:~t:·..; fl'l)Jn L·h.i:} 
Radio Corporation of America (RCA). These five addttional ricrsonnel 
lend support to the state-wide program. 
TABLE III 
NUMBER OF DATA PROCESSING INSTRUCTORS IN 
ELEVEN OKLAHOMA POST-HIGH SCHOOLS 
""·-·-------··-·----.. ---·-----·-----
Institution No. of Instructors 
-·-··------ ·---------------------
Altus Junior College 
Cameron State College 
Eastern Oklahoma State College 
Northern Oklahoma College 
Northeastern Oklahoma A & M College 
OSU Tech Institute, Okla. City Branch 
Oklahoma State Tech 
Bartlesville Area Voe-Tech Center 
Duncan Area Voe-Tech Center 
D. T. Autry Area Voe-Tech Center 












There was a similarity of courses offered in the data processing 
curriculumb of the eleven schools, Tables IV, V, VI, and VII :i.u,;lu,lc 
" ,.{ 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF FIRST SEMESTER COURSE OFFER.INGS 
1:N TERMS OF CREDIT nouw.: 
Course 
~ounting I 
;ebra and Trigonometry 
Llege Algebra 
nmunication Skills I, English 
;a Processing Math I 
actro Mechanical Machines 
tro. to Business Data Processing 
litary Sd.t-:mee 
Lentation and Library Science 





United States Office of Education 
Oklahoma State Board for Voe. Educ. 
Altus Junior College 
Cameron State College 
Eastern Oklahoma State College 
Northern Oklahoma College 
Northeastern Oklahoma A & M College 
Sem. 
A B 
Hours at Each Institution 
C D E F G H I J K L M 
4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 6 
5 
3 3 4 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 
5 5 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 




1 1 1 
I, 
3 
17 17 16 17 18 16 17 17 17 17 17 18 15 
H. OSU Tech, Oklahoma City 
I. Oklahoma State Tech 
J. Bartlesville Area Center 
K. Duncan Area Center 
L. Enid Area Center 
M. Tulsa Area Center 
--0 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF SECOND SEMESTER COURSE OFFERINGS 
IN TERMS OF CREDIT HOURS 
Semester Hours at Each Institution 
Course A B C D E F G H I J K L 
\ccounting II 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 
\nalytical Geometry 3 
:ommunication Skills II, English 3 3 3 3 3 3 
:omputer Programming I 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 
:omputer Programming II 4 4 5 
)ata Processing Applications 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
)ata Processing Math II 4 4 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 
~lectro Mechanical Machines II 3 3 
;overnment, American 3 
~istory, American 3 3 
[ntro. to Programming Systeiqs 3 
iilitary Science 2 
iodern Business 2 3 
)ffice Training 2 
Physical Education 1 1 
:,tat is tics 2 








Total Hours 17 17 16 19 19 18 16 16 17 17 17 18 15 
\. United States Office of Education H. OSU Tech, Oklahoma City 
B. Oklahoma State Board for Voe. Educ. It Oklahoma State Tech 
n Altus Junior College J. Bartlesville Area Center ". 
D. Cameron State College K. Duncan Area Center 
!<;. Eastern Oklahoma State College L. Enid Area Center 
r. Northern Oklahoma College M. Tulsa Area Center 
... Northeastern Oklahoma A & M College .:, . 
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TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF THIRD SEMESTER COURSE OFFERINGS 
IN TERMS OF CREDIT HOURS 
-=----.. 
Semester Hours at Each Institution 
Course A :& C D E F G H I J K L M 
-
1.ccounting I 3 
malysis I 5 
1.pplied Calculus 5 
loolean and Matrix Algebra 3 
lusiness Organization 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 2. 
:oBOL Programming 4 5 
:ollege Algebra 3 
:omputer Programming II 5 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 
:ost Accounting 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
iconomics 3 
IQRTRAN Programming 4 4 5 4 4 4 6 
:overnment ~ American 3 ~3 
listory, American 3 3 
lilitary Sc:ience 2 
'hysical Education 1 2 1 
,rogramm.ing Systems 3 3 4 4 3 
itatistics 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 
~echnfa:al Report Writing 3 
"',....,, .. .,,. ____________ ~--
Total Hours 17 17 16 18 11 17 17 18 17 17 17 18 15 
----·----~-----~-·--------
~o United States Office of Educatiou 
~. Oklahoma State Board for Voe. Educo 
:. Altus Junior College 
>. Cameron State College 
~. Eastern Oklahoma State College 
~. Northern Oklahoma College 
;. North~a.ste:m Oklahoma. A & M College 
Ho OSU Tech~ Oklahoma City 
I. Oklalmma State Te~h 
J. Bartlesville Area Center 
Ko Duncan Area Center 
Lo Enid Area Center 
Mo Tulsa Area Center 
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TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF FOURTH SEMESTER COURSE OFFERINGS 
IN TERMS OF CREDJT HOURS 
Course 
Semester Hours at Each Institution 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
-----·-.-·---·------~-------------
Accounting II 3 
Advanced Programming Programs 2 2 
Advanced Programming Systems 6 5 4 6 5 5 S 3 5 
Analysis II 5 
COBOL Programming 4 4 3 6 4 ii 4 5 
Data Processing Project 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Economics 3 
FORTRAN Programming 4 3 3 4 
Government, American 3 3 3 
Military Science 2 
l 2 1 
Statistics 3 
Systems Design and Development 4 4 3 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 
Technical Report Writing 3 
Total Hours 15 15 14 14 17 17 15 17 15 15 15 17 15 
A. United States Office of Education 
B. Oklahoma State Board for Voe. Educ. 
C. Altus Junior College 
Do Cameron State College 
Eo Eastern Oklahoma State College 
F. Northern Oklahoma College 
G. Northeastern Oklahoma A & M College 
Ho OSU Tech 9 Oklahoma City 
I. Oklahoma State Te~h 
J. Bartlesville Area Centex' 
K. Duncan Area Center 
L. Enid Area Center 
M. Tulsa Area Center 
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co~ses offere~ :J.n data proces~dng and the number of semester hours of 
"•> " I 
credit offered in each subject pertaining to the first, second, third: 
and fourth semesters respect:f.vely. The course was recorded by the 
title which best describes the content of the course. The course 
listed as I or II was one in which a sequence of courses was offered, 
with the II designating more advanced work. At the time of the study, 
no college credit wa$ allowed in the four area. i;chools and Oklahoma 
State Tech. Advanced standing exams are available to the students of 
these five schools. 
A categorical breakdown of the courses into five subject matter 
areas lends further knowledge to the programs. The subject matter 
areas are: general education, mathematics, business~ auxiliary tech-
nical, and computer technology. For the reader's benefit, a brief 
description of the courses in each s~bject matter area is listed below: 
1. General education: communication skills, English, personal 
and occupational guidance, physical education, and the humanities 
and social science. 
2. Mathematics; data processi~g mathematiGs, college algebra, 
trigonometry, geometry, analysis, and applied calculuso 
3. Business: accounting, statistics, business organization, and 
cost accounting. 
4o Auxiliary technical: electro mechanical machines~ and 
technical writing. 
5. Computer technology: introduction to business data pro-
cessing, progr~mming, COBOL, FORTRAN, programming systems, data 
processing project, and systews design and development. 
Percentage values relative to the state-wide course hours of 
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instruction in each category, by the semester, are presented in Table 
VIII. The analysis of this table illustrates the fact that general 
education and mathematics a;e prese~ted early in all programs, and 
these two categories represent 13.1 and 12.2 percent respectively of 
the total hours. The auxiliary technical courses were presented early 
to allow students to become familiar with the field of data processing. 
These courses comprise 8.6 percent of the total program. Business 
courses have a high concentration in the first three semesters; 21.1, 
23.6, and 37.0 percents respectively, and 22.9 percent of the total 
hours. The courses in computer technology advanced as indicated by 
18.9, 33.8, 43.4, and 80.2 percents respectively for each semester. 
Table VIII shows that approximately three-fourths (74.7 
percent) of the hours of instruction were in the categories of busi-
ness, auxiliary technical, and computer technology. 
Analysis of Questionnaire Data 
The questionnaire survey was conducted with the intent of des-
cribing knowledge areas that exist, present or future in business, and 
comparing them with existing programs and objectives. The question-
naire was used to obtain insight to the instructional program, the 
characteristics of business needs, and the status of the program. 
The questionnaire was sent to one hundred fifty bµsinesses in 
the State of Oklahoma which employ programmers and systems analysts. 
These names and addresses were obtained from the State Department of 
Vocational Education, Depa;tment of Technical Education. Names and 
addresses of those businesses to whom the questionnaire was sent may 
be found in Appendix A. Appendix B includes a copy of the question~ 
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TABLE VIII 
LISTING OF CREDIT HOUR RANGE AND PERCENT OF TOTAJ,, HOURS 
FOR EACH SUBJECT MATTER AREA BY SEMESTER 
-------· -------
General Auxiliary Computer 
Education Mathematics Busi:ness Techni.cal Tec:hm1>logy 
-------.,.--=-~·---·-------~,,...._.,._..._, ___ 
1st Semester 
Hour Range 3 - 4 2 - 3 3 - 4 .3 - 4 3 -· 4 
Avg. Hours 3.36 Z.64 3. l)5 3.82 Jo09 
Percent 20.6 16.l 21.1 23.3 HL9 
2nd Semester 
Hour Range 2 - 3 3 - 4 4 - 5 l - 2 6 ·- 1 
Avg. Hours 2.64 3.55 4.18 L36 6.18 
Percent 14.9 20.0 23.6 1.1 :n.s 
3rd Semester 
Hour Range l - 2 l - 2 6 - 7 0 - l 1 - 8 
Avg. Hours 1.64 1.45 6.36 .27 7.45 
Percent 9.5 8.5 37.0 L6 43.4 
4th Semesteir 
Hour Range l - 2 0 - l 1 - 2 0 - l 12 ·- 13 
Avg. Hours 1.09 .45 L.18 .27 12. rn 
Percent 7.2 3.Q 7.8 1.8 80.2 
--------------------------~~------··=--·M.._,._, 
naire, along with a transmittal letter stating the purposes of the 
study. 
After a period of four weeks, a follow-up letter was sent to 
those installations not responding to the questionnaire in order to 
obtain a substanti~1 ~turn. Out of the one hundred fifty question-
naires mailed, one hundred nine were returned, for a 72.7 percent 
return. 
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For purposes of analysis, responses to the items in the question-
naire were tabulated and analyzed. Tabl~s fill be used in presenting 
the data. All data analyzed will be basE;d on the informat:iotlreceived 
from the one hundred nine installations. Tpe questionnaire was devel-
oped in such a manner as to include three possible choices to each 
item: required, preferred, and not requi~ed. This study will treat 
all choices in a comparative manner, and establish critical knowledge 
areas from the installations sampled. 
The summarization of the questionnaire shown in Table IX lists 
the number of responses and its percentage in each of the,twenty .... two 
knowledge areas. The stated knowledge ~reas had a te>tal of 1500 
responses in the required cind preferred choices for a percentage of 
62.5. Technical report writing received a one hundred percent 
response for required and preferred choice$. 
The survey dealt with business courses primarily in the areas of 
accounting, cost accounting, business statistics, economics, and 
history-government. Accounting, cost accou,nting, and business sta-
tistics compiled percentages of 90.8, 90.8, and 81.7 respectively. 
History'-government and econe>mics subject m~tter were rated lower with 







Technical Report Writing 
Data Processing Mathematics 
College Algebra 
Advanced Mathematics 
Unit Record Equipment 
TABLE IX 
OKLAHOMA BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY RATINGS IN TWENTY-TWO 
KNOWLEDGE AREAS OF DATA PROCESSING 
Business and Industry 
Required Preferred 
Ratings 
Number Percent Number P~rcent 
11 10.1 37 24.8 
22 20.2 33 30.3 
83 76. 1 16 14.7 
75 68.8 24 22.0 
51 46.8 38 34.9 
102 93.6 7 6.4 
76 69.7 28 25.7 
21 19.3 24 22.0 
6 5.5 19 "! i I J. ! ~ q.. 
23 21 1 ~ • .I. 49 45.0 










64 58. 7 
84 77, 1 




TABLE IX (continued) 
3rd Generation Central Processing Units 29 26.6 57 52.3 23 21. 1 
Basic Machine Language Programming 12 11. 0 27 24.8 70 64.2 
Assembler Language Programming 39 35.8 22 20.2 48 44.0 
COBOL Programming 83 76.1 23 21. 1 3 2.8 
FORTRAN Programming 14 12.8 19 17.4 76 69.8 
RPG Programming 35 32. l 41 37 .6 33 30.3 
Advanced Compiler Languages 6 5.5 24 22.0 79 72. 5 
Random Access Concepts 33 30.3 21 19. 3 55 50.4 
Magnetic Tape Concepts 64 58.7 27 24.8 18 16.5 
Monit-0r Systems Concepts 57 52.3 22 20.2 30 2 7 .5 
Business Systems Design and Development 19 17.4 43 39.5 47 43.1 
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advanced mathematics was rarely required with only 5.,5 perce:nt respond-
) ' . .. ' . ' 
ing to this item. Data processing mathematics and algebra appealed 
iµost to the business data processing installations. These, t"1o ,.areas 
had 95.4 and 41.3 percents respectively from the choices of required 
and preferred. The survey showed 66.1 percent of the responses, re-
quired and preferred, in the area of unit record equipment. Approxi-
mately two-thirds (66 percent) responded that knowledge on second 
generation central processing units was not required. The majority 
indicated a strong trend to the third generation central processing 
units. A percentage of 78.9 installations were influenced by this 
latest development of equipment. 
The programming languages had emphasis placed upon CQBOL, RPG 9 
ang Assembly as the three most widely used in business situations. 
1hj language of COBOL had responses, required and preferred, of 97.2 
percent. Only 2.8 percent of the installations indicated that COBOL 
was not required. Approximately two-thirds of the installations 
desired a need for both RPG and Assembly language programming. FORTRAN 
and basic machine language programming were the least required for 
systems operation within the installations surveyed. Advanced compiler 
languages, as indicated in Table IX, were required by only six of the 
installations. 
A knowledge of business systems design and development was 
indicated as being required or preferred by 56.9 percent of the 
installations. The concepts of magnetic tape and disc were important 
areas to the business operation. Supervisory concepts, under the con-
trol of a monitor system, received almost three-fourths (72.5 per~ent) 
of the required and preferred choices in the businesses. 
The knowledge areas representing 50 percent or more of the re-
quired and preferred responses are listed in Table X. The fifteen 
knowledges listed indicate critical areas in the selection of pro-
grammers and systems analysts, 
TABLE X 
OKLAHOMA'S CRITICAL KNOWLEDGE AREAS FOR 
PROGRAMMERS AND SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 
3rd Generation Central P~ocessing Units 
Accounting 
Assembler Language Programming 
Business Statistics 
Business Systems Design and Development 
COBOL Programming 
Cost Accounting 
Data Processing Math~matics 
History-Government 
Magnetic Tape Concepts 
Monitor Sys~ems Concepts 
Random Access Concept~ 
RPG Programming 
Technical Report Writing 
Unit Record Equipment 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOM1'1ENDATIONS 
In Chapter I the statement of the problem, scope of this study, 
procedures, and expected outcomes were presented. 
Chapter II prese~ted a brief early history of the development of 
data processing equipment. In section two a brief historical develop-
ment of this equipment in higher educati~n was discussed. The third 
section presented a review of several research reports which were 
related to this to this study. 
The development of five junior colleges~ two technical :institu-
tions:. and four area schools was presented in Chapter III. This 
chapter gave a brief background of data processing at ea~h school. 
In Chapter IV an analysis of the data processing programs in each 
school catalogue and of the business questiicmnaire findings was pr12:~ 
sented. Section one dealt with the school curricula. Section two 
analyzed the po;,sible needs of business. 
Summ~ry 
The specific: problem of this stupy was concerned with the busi-
ness data processing instructional programs in selected Oklahoma post-
high school institutions fulfil.ling the knowledge area requirements of 
Oklahoma business and industry. 
The research questions of this study were: 
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1. Do the post-high school business data processing programs 
in Oklahoma include knowledge areas deemed appropriate by the 
Oklahoma business and industrial concerns? 
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2. Are the post-high school business data processing programs 
in Oklahoma designed in accordance with the curriculum suggested 
by the State Department of Vocational and Technical Education? 
The eleven schools were pre.rented by department titles and only 
one had a department title other than "data processing technology". 
This one school was in the business education department. Three schools 
were included in the business division and one in the business educa-
tion division. Onl y these four schools were in a divi,ion. Tables 
listed all courses offered in each of the four semesters for each 
school. The suggested curricula of the Oklahoma State Department of 
Vocational Education and of the United States Office of Education were 
presented t o be compared with the existing programs . Approximately 
three-fourths of the hour s of instruction were in the categories of 
business, auxil iary technical, and computer technology. 
The questionnaire survey was conduct ed with the intent of des-
cribing knowledge areas that existed in Oklahoma business and industrial 
installations. The number of responses in each of the twenty-two 
knowledge areas surveyed were list ed . Oklahoma ' s critical knowledge 
areas for programmers and systems analysts included third generation 
central processing units, accounting, assembly language, business sta-
tistics, business systems design and development, COBOL programming , 
cost accounting, and data pr ocessing mathematics. Al so included were 
history and government, magnetic tape concepts, random access concepts, 
RPG programming , technical report writing , and unit record equipment. 
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Conclusions 
The department titles indicate that the school administrators 
and the instructional staff are involved with the new field of data 
processing. The curriculum suggested by the Oklahoma State Departmeut 
of Vocational Education is receiving major emphasis in the business 
data processing programs. The programs also parallel the guide from 
the United $tates Office of Education developed by Maurice W. Roney. 
The categorical relationship is important when compared to the obj~c-
tives of the State Department of Vocational Education. These 
obje,ctives are to train business programmers j systems analysts, amcl 
for other data processing positions which do not generally require a 
baccal~ureate degree. 
Analysis of the twenty-two knowledge areas surveyed in Oklahoma 
business installatioris revealed fifteen knowledge a:r.eas which ~horrnld 
b,e in an instructional program for business data processing o These 
fifteen knowledge areas are incorporated into the course of study lu 
the school programs o Thei:;e knowledge areas snuggest thatt l:ni~itt11®aii,il:t 
org~ni.zations would like to have programiners and systems analysts w~ll 
equipped with a background in business and computer t.e1Chnology. 
Business and industry in Oklahoma expect to employ ~ompetent 
te:l!hni~ians who will require a minimum amount of on·-the-job tra:biing. 
Oklahoma does have programs in business data processing to meet the 
educational requirements of Oklahoma business and im:hllstll'.'y o 
The findings of this study indi~ate that existing curricula i:n 
the Oklahoma post-high school business data processing programs did 
include knowledge areas which Oklahoma business and indust:i:y cl<eemed 
appropriate. Oklahoma post-high school business data proglt1:l1U~~ a.t 
this time, do not need major changes. It is also concluded that the 
programs are designed in accordance with the curriculum suggested by 
the State Department of Vocational Education. 
Reconunendations 
A reader of this study should gain an awareness of the business 
data processing programs in Oklahoma, the beginning, its development, 
and what may be expected for the near future. The author noted 
additional areas which should be investigated further. They are: 
l. A continued analysis should be carried on for the programs 
in business data processing in the State of Oklahomac 
2. The placement of business data processing graduates in 
business and industry needs to be studied. 
3. The procedures for the selection of qualified students 
should be reviewed. 
4. A criteria for evaluating student proficiency and progress 
measurement should be established for the various curriculao 
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NAMES AND LOCATIONS OF OKLAHOMA DATA PROCESSING INSTALLATIONS 
Installation Name 
Allis Chalmers Mfg. Company 
Amerada Petroleum Company 
American Airlines 
American General Life Insurance Company 
American Iron and Machine Workers Company 
American Fidelity Assurance 
American Metal Climax 
Anderson Wholesale 
Apco Oil Corporation 
Atlas Life Insurance Company 
AVCO Corporation 
Bartlett-Collings Company, Inc. 
Benhum and Blair Construction Company 
Black Sivalls and Bryson 
Blackwell Zinc Company 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield 
Braden Aermotor Corporation 
Brown-Dunkin Company 
Brunswick Zebco Plant 
Bunte Candies, Inc. 
Canadian Valley Electric 
CCI Ccrporation, Crane, Carrier 
Century Geophysical Corporation 
Central Merchandise Company 
Central National Bank and Trust Company 
Champlin Petroleum Company 
Cities Service Company 
Cities Service Oil Company 
Citizens National Bank 
City National Bank 
City of Midwest City 
City of Oklahoma City 
City of Oklahoma City, Personnel Department 
City of Stillwater 
City of Tulsa 
Commercial National Bank 
Computer Consulting Corporation 
Computer Service Center 
Continental Oil Company 
Data Control Company 
Data Processing Association 
Department of Interior-Mines 
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc. 
Dowell Chemical Company 
Federal Aviation Adminstration 
Farmers and Merchants State Bank 
Felix Sylvanus 
Fidelity National Bank and Trust Company 





















































Oklahoma City ::-: 
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Installation Name 
Fred Cooper, Inc. 
Froug Company 
General Electric Company 
Globe Life and Accident Insurance 
Groendyke Transportation 




Helmerich and Payne Inc. 
Hillcrest Medical Center 
Home Federal Savings and Loan Association 
Humble Oil and Refining Company 
Industrial Fabricating 
Inter State Library 
Jarboe Sales Company 
John Roberts, Inc. 
Kerr McGee Oil Industries 
Kingwood Oil Company 
Liberty National Bank and Trust 
Loffland Brothers Company 
Macklanburg Duncan Company 
Metro Data Center 
Mid American Pipeline Company 
Mid Continental Life Insurance 
Midwester Instrument, Inc. 
Midwestern Life Insurance 
National Bank of Tulsa 
National Tank Company 
National Trailer Company 
Nelson Elec:tric 
North American Aviation 
North American RockwelL Corporation 
North American Rockwell Corporation 
Nortteastern State College 
Oklahoma Army National Guard 
Oklahoma City Board of Education 
Oklahoma Department of Highways 
Oklahoma Drug Sales 
Oklahoma Farm Bureau Mutual 
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company 
Oklahoma Mortgage Company 
Oklahoma Natural Gas Company 
Oklahoma Public Welfare Department 
Oklahoma Publishing Company 
Oral Roberts Evangelist University 
P.AM Data Center 
Pan American Petroleum Corporation 
Peoples State Bank 
Petroleum Publishing Company 
Phillips Petroleum Company 




















Oklahoma City ~ 



































Pittsburg Plate Glass Company 
Ponca City Savings· 
Pontiac Division GMC 
Public Service Company 
Pure Milk Produce 
Republic Supply Company 
Reserve National Insurance 




Seismograph Service Corporation 
Service Air Inc. 
Service Bureau Corporation 
Service Pipe Line 
Sinclair Oil and Gas Company 
Shawnee Industries 
Shell Oil Company 
Skelly Oil Company 
Sohio Petroleum Company 
Southwest Distributor Company 
Southwest Insurance Company 
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company 
Southwestern Computing Service 
Sperry Rand Corporation 
St. Anthony Hospital 
Standard Life and Accident Insurance 
Statistical Computing Center 
Sunray DX Oil Company 
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 
Terminal Distributing Company 
Texaco Inc. 
T. G. & Y. 
Tidewater Oil Company 
Tinker Air Force Base 
Tri-State Insurance Company 
Tulsa Rig Reel Manufacturing Company 
Tuloma Gas Products 
Union Equity COOP Exchange 
Union National Bank 
Unit Parts Company 
United Founders 
U. S. Gypsum Company 
West and Mikesell 
Westinghouse Air Brake Company 
Western Electric Company 
Veterans Administration 







Oklahoma City ~ 












































LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE 
USED IN THE STUDY 
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(Name of Business this form 
letter was mailed to) 
Dear Sir: 
December 10, 1968 
Technical education business data processing programs have been 
developed in the State of Oklahoma for the training of programmers 
and systems analysts. To adequately analyze these programs, the 
participation of professional personnel directing the operation of 
all types of data processing installations is essential. It is 
desirable to know the status of data processing in Oklahoma so an 
evaluation can be made of the state instructional programs. 
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Request for your participation consists of the enclosed question-
naire, on your needs, and any additional comments or pertinent 
information that will assist in making this survey more effective. 
This information given by you is strictly confidential and will 
be handled as research data, available only for ana1ysis. No 
information on any specific company will be revealed in the analysis 
or final report. Please return the questionnaire to Robert A. Cruce, 
0. T. Autry Area Vocational-Technical Center, 1201 West Willow, Enid, 
Oklahoma, in the enielosed self-addressed envelope, for which no 
postage is needed. The form will remain there until destroyed. 
Your cooperation in completing the questionnaire and returning 
it to me will be greatly appreciated" May I take this opportunity 
to thank you for your time used in fulfilling my request. 
Sincerely, 
Robert A. Cruce 
Data Processing Instructor 
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Please check the following indicating your requirements for adequately 
trained programmers and systems analysts. 
Required(+) Preferred(-) Not Required (blank) 
Knowledge Area Status (+, - blank) 
1. Economics 1. 
2. History-Government 2. 
3. Accounting 3. 
4. Cost Accounting 4. 
5. Business Statistics 5. 
6. Technical Report Writing 6. 
7. Data Processing Mathematics 7. 
8. College Algebra 8. 
9. Advanced Mathematics 9. 
10. Unit Record Equipment 10. 
11. 2nd Generation Central Processing Units 11. 
12. 3rd Generation Central Processing Units 12. 
13. Basic Machine Language Programming 13. 
14. Assembler Language Programming 14. 
15. COBOL Programming 15. 
16. FORTRAN Programming 16. 
17. RPG Programming 17. 
18. Advanced Compiler Languages 18. 
19. Random Access Concepts 19. 
20. Magnetic Tape Concepts 20. 
21. Monitor Systems Concepts 21. 
22. Business Systems Design and Development 22. 
APPENDIX C 
BUSINESS DATA PROCESSING CURRICULUMS OF 
POST-HIGH INSTITUTES IN OKLAHOMA 
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DATA PROCE'S~NG 
U. S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION 








Data Processing Mathematics I 
Introduction to Business Data Processing 
Electric Accounting Machines 
Accounting I 


















Data Processing Mathematics II 
Data Processing Applications 
Computer Programming I 
Accounting II 
Communications Skills II 
Semester 






Business Systems Design and Development 
Advanced Programming Systems 
Data Processing Field Project 
Social Science · 
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DATA PROCESSING 





Data Processing Mathematics I 
Communication Skills I 
Electric Accounting Machines 
Introduction to Business Data Processing 
Second Semester 
Accounting II 
Data Processing Mathematics II 
Technical Writing 
Computer Programming I 








Systems Design and Development 
Programming Systems 
COBOL Programming 
Data Processing Field Project 
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DATA PROCESSING 









Introduction to Business Data Processing 
Accccounting I 









Electric Accounting Machines II 

















Systems Design and Development 
Programming IV 









112 DP, Introduction to Data Processing 
213 Accounting I 
143 Mathematics, Algebra 
123 DP, Unit Record Equipment 
112 Military Science, Boys 
111 Physical Education, Girls 
Second Semester 
123 English 
223 Accounting II 
164 Math, Data Processing 
244 DP, Programming I 
223 Histoey 
122 Military Science, Boys 
121 Physical Education, Girls 
Third Semester 
233 Cost At>.<eounting 
263 Business Statistics 
254 DP, Programming II, COBOL 
215 Math, Applied Calculus 
212 Military Science, Boys 
211 Physical Education, Girls 
Fourth Semester 
213 Government 
264 DP, Programming III, FORTRAN 
282 DP, Advanced Programming Problems 
282 DP, Systems Development and Design 
222 Military Science, Boys 
221 Physical Education, Girls 
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DATA PROCESSING 




133 College Algebra 
103 Introdu~tion to Data Processing 
115 Accounting Machines 
103 Communication Skills 
213 Elements of Accounting 
111 Orientation and Library Science 
Second Semester 
163 Fundamentals of Math 
112 Data Processing Applications 
115 Computer Programming 
223 Accounting II 
203 Communication Skills 
123 American History 
Third Semester 
205 Computer Programming 
213 Programming Systems 
214 Elementary Math Statistics 
223 Cost Accounting 
142 Physical Education 
Fourth Semester 
214 Business Systems 
216 Advanced Programming Systems 
222 Data Processing Project 
223 American National Government 
152 Physical Education 
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DATA PROCESSING 




155 Data Processing 
145 Elementary and College Algebra 
102 Speech 
101 English 
101 Physical Education 
Second Semester 
153 Data Processing 
163 Data Processing 
102 English 
151 Modern Business 
183 Trigonometry 
203 Office Training 
102 Physical Education 
Third Semester 





103 Physical Education 
Fourth Semester 
256 Data Processing 
264 Data Processing 
202 Economics 
202 Accounting 
104 Physical Education 
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DATA PROCESSING 





102 Basic Computing Machines 
105 Electro-Mec.hanical Machines 
113 Acccounting 
113 English 
111 Physical Education 
Sereond Semester 
124 Mathematics 
122 Data Processing Applications 
123 Introduction to Progranuning Systems 
123 Accounting 
123 English 
121 Physical Education 
Third Semester 
234 Computer Programming I 
2.14 Advam:ed Programming Systems 
H3 Government 
213 History 
ll.13 Intiroduction to Business 
Fourth Semester 
266 Computer Programming II 
264 Systems Development and Design 
262 Data Processing Field Project 
243 Data Processing Statistics 
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DATA PROCESSING 
OSU TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
CURRICULUM 
First Semester 
1113 Freshman Composition 
1715 Algebra and Trigonometry 
1214 Data Processing Accounting I 
1314 Computer Programming I 
1031 Personal and Occupational Guidance 
Second Semester 
1813 Analytical Geometry 
2812 Stat:l' sties 
1424 Data Processing Accounting II 
1524 Computer Programming II 
2013 American Government 
Third Semester 
2015 Beginning Analysis I 
2313 Boolean and Matrix Algebra 
2114 Programming Systems 
2213 Computer Programming III 
2493 American History 
Fourth Semester 
2115 Beginning Analysis II 
1233 Technical Report Writing 
2323 Scientific Pro~ramming 




OKLAHOMA STATE TECH 
Okmulgee, Oklahoma 
First Trimester 
Principles of Accounting I 
Data Processing Mathematics I 
Communications Skills I 
CURRICULUM 
Electric Accounting Machines 
Introduction to Business Data Processing 
Second Trimester 
Principles of Accounting II 
Data Processing Mathematics II 
Technical Report Writing 
Computer Programming I 




Computer Programming II 
Business Organization 
FORTF AN Prog1ramming 
Fourth Trimester 
Systems Design and Development 
Programming Systems 
COBOL Programming 
Data Processing Field Project 
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DATA PROCESSING 
BARTLESVILLE AREA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL CENTER 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
First Semester -------
Principles of Accounting I 
Data Processing Mathematics I 
Communications Skills I 
CURRICULUM 
Electric Accounting Machines 
Introduction to Business Data Processing 
Second Semester 
Principles of Accounting II 
Data Processing Mathematics II 
Technical Report Writing 
Computer Programming I 








Systems Design and Development 
Programming Systems 
COBOL Programming 
Data Processing Field Project 
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DATA PROCESSING 
DUNCAN AREA vocArIONAL-TECHNICAL CENTER 
Duncan, Oklahoma 
First Semester 
Principles of Accounting I 
Data Processing Mathematics I 
Communicatf.ons Skills I 
CURRICULUM 
Electric Accounting Machines 
Introduction to Business Data Processing 
Second Semester 
Principles of Accounting II 
Data Processing Mathematics II 
Technical Report Writing 
Computer Programming I 
Data Processing Applications 
Third Semester 
Cost Accounting 
Stat is ties 




Systems Design and Development 
Programming Systems 
COBOL Programming 
Data Processing Field Project 
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DATA PROCESSING 




Data Processi.ng Mathematics I 
Computer Pr.ogramming I 
CURRICULUM 




Data Processing Mathematics II 
Introduction to Business 
Computer Programming II 
Data Processing Applications 
Third Semester. 
Cost Accounting 
Technical Report Writing 
Programming Systems Analysis 
Computer Programming III 
Advanced Computer Programming I 
Fourth Semester 
Data Processing Statistics 
Advanced Computer Programming II 
Business Systems Design and Development 
Electron.ire Data Processing Equipment 
Data Processing Field Project 
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Data Processing Math I 
Introduction to Business Data Processing 
Electric Arc~ounting Machines 
Accounting I 
Second Semester 
Data Processing Math II 
Accounting II 
Computer Programming I 





Compute1r Programming II 
Fourth Semester 
Business Systems Design and Development 
Programming Systems 
COBOL Programming 
Data Processing Field Project 
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